
persons may live to a great age in that country 
without having their piety shocked by meeting 

Being seems to have manifested his approbation of 
the mutual forbearance and kindness with which 

 
prosperity with which He has been pleased to favor 
the whole country.”

Increasingly over the last century all three branches 
of America’s national government – Congress, the 
President, and the Supreme Court – have ignored 
the written constitutional limitations on their 
power. Most congressmen in recent generations 
have been trained at progressive law schools to 

rule of law, writing tens of thousands of arbitrary, 
unaccountable, unconstitutional laws. Congress 
has become what the Heritage Foundation has 
called the “ruling class.”

Many Americans do not know that their “public 

public employees have their own pension plans and 
health care that guarantees each person hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in their retirement. Recent 
studies reveal that public salaries are nearly double 
that of the private sector for comparable jobs. And 
because of public employee unions, these millions 
of bureaucrats are promised life-long job security 
and retirement by age 50-something. On the other 
hand, private citizens, by the age of 65 receive a 
pittance of their contribution to Social Security, 
virtually no pensions, and Medicare which is nearly 
bankrupt.

Abandoning the “Rule of Law”
emics and politicians have prodded 

the nation to leave the rule of law for dependence on 

of class warfare which always leads to tyranny for all. 

 
of the American citizen depend upon the existence of 
established and known rules of limiting the authority 
and discretion of men wielding the power of the 
government.” He says that dozens of key documents 
beginning with the Magna Carta to the 
Compact to the United States Constitution are all part 
of a single long political process. In his landmark book, 
Sources of Our Liberties, Perry includes 32 key docu-
ments which, along with others, “…contribute to the 
establishment of those rules of law in our Constitution 
and Bill of Rights which now state and guarantee our 
liberties.” 

A righteous anger from “We the People” is about to 
begin routing the “ruling class” in Washington and at 
every level of government. Tens of millions of Americans 
are remembering that we are not like other nations. 
We are not “citizens of the state” or divided by classes. 
We are a republic, a nation of laws and not of men.  

Robert Winthrop said, “All societies of men must be 

have of stringent State Government, the more they 

they rely on public law or physical force, the more 
they must rely on private moral restraint. Men in a 
word, must necessarily be controlled either by a 
power within them, or by a power without them; 
either by the word of God, or by the strong arm of 
man; either by the Bible or by the bayonet.”

Together we must engage in what Samuel Adams 

of our time is not between public employees and the 
private sector or between races or classes. Adams calls 
us to this contest with these challenging words. 
“Courage, then, my countrymen; our contest is not 
only whether we ourselves shall be free, but whether 
there shall be left to mankind an asylum on earth for 
civil and religious liberty.” Our choice is clear. 

    Dr. Marshall Foster
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